
Step 2: Set-Up (5 minutes) 

Explain to students they will think like a structural engineer and design a bridge that will be strong enough 

to stay standing when there is a lot of traffic. 

Divide students into pairs (students can also work alone). 

Provide students with Handout: Building a Bridge. Have students sketch a picture of what their bridge will 

look like. 

NGSS Standard: 2-PS1-2

Adventure Description:

Activity

In this adventure, you will think like a structural engineer and explore how bridges made from 

different materials hold up when there is a lot of traffic. 

Step 1: Background Information on Structural Engineers and Bridges (5 minutes)  

Show Video: Building Bridges.

Explain to students that all buildings, roads, bridges, and other structures are made out of different 

materials. Materials are the wood, metal, glass, stone, or concrete that the structures are built with.

Explain to students that structural engineers have to decide which materials to use when they design a 

bridge or a road. 

Ask students why a structural engineer needs to consider different materials depending on how the bridge 

or road that will be used? What might happen if they didn't?

Explain to students that bridges and roads have to be made of materials that can stay strong, even when 

thousands of cars go across it. This is particularly important in places where there is a lot of traffic, like big 

cities. Show Handout: Traffic in Big Cities. 

 Ask students if they live in a city with a lot of traffic or have been to a place where there is a lot of traffic.  
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While students are sketching, layout materials for students to choose from on a table at the front to the 

room. Have pairs come up and choose materials to build their bridge with. If students are working in pairs, 

encourage them to discuss which materials are best to build a sturdy bridge that a lot of cars will cross.

Teacher note: You should provide some materials that are sturdy (like cardboard pieces, egg cartons, plastic 

apple sauce cups). You should also provide materials that aren't as sturdy (like tissue paper, feathers). 

When all students have picked out their materials, have students begin building their bridge.

Encourage students to get more supplies or different supplies if they change their mind. Remind 

students that structural engineers have to problem solve when they are building. Remind students of 

Desmond from the video. He had to try out a lot of different materials to build a bridge!

As students are working, ask the following questions: What can you change about your design to make it 

stronger? Do you think your bridge can hold the weight of a lot of cars?  
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Step 3: Building a Bridge (15-20 minutes) 

Step 4: Testing a Bridge (10 minutes) 

Explain to students that they will now test their bridges and see if they can stay standing when there are 

multiple cars on it.

Provide students with Handout: Testing Bridges and Handout: Data Table. As a class, go through the steps. 

Have students add 1 item at a time to their bridge, up to 10 items. Students can use blocks, cars, legos, or 

rocks on their bridge. 

Have students see how many items their bridge can hold and record it on their handout. 

After 3 minutes, encourage students to add a heavy item to their bridge that would represent a giant truck. 

Provide students with a large book or another heavy item to put on their bridge. 

Have students place the heavy item on their bridge and record results on their handout. Those who have 

time can work to make improvements on their original bridge. 



As a class, discuss which bridges were able to stay standing and which weren't. Discuss which materials 

are best to build a bridge with that has a lot of traffic.

Ask the following questions: How does knowing or learning a lot about different materials help a 

structural engineer when building a bridge? Why is it important for a structural engineer to build a 

model first as they did in this activity? 
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Step 5: Discuss and Reflect (5 minutes) 

Not provided: 

Materials List

Provided online:

Art supplies and building materials (cardboard 

pieces, egg cartons, plastic apple sauce cups,  

tissue paper, feathers)

Play-doh 

Items to represent cars (blocks, cars, legos, or 

rocks)

Clipboards (one for each group)

Video: Building Bridges

Handout: Traffic in Big Cities 

Handout: Building a Bridge 

Handout: Testing Bridges 


